Faculty Senate Coversheet

Resolution/Motion Title: Proposal to Amend Faculty Policies & Procedures 7.15 the Granting of Tenure to Clarify and Rearrange Language Regarding the Dean’s Action

Faculty Document 3089 rev
Sponsor: University Committee
Vote on document: May 1, 2023

Individuals/Committees Consulted: Office of the Provost

Background/Purpose:
Tenure can only be granted at UW-Madison if the department and dean agree. FPP 7.15 is the section that covers how this works procedurally. This amendment does not change policy or process, but rather rearranges and provides some directional language to help the flow of the process. Primarily it moves language about the procedure to follow when the dean takes action contrary to the positive recommendations of the department and divisional committee. There was some editing of the language in 7.15.D.3 following the first reading. The editing does not change the meaning of that paragraph.

Distribution (if approved):
Policy Library
Provost Office

A vote in favor of this means your department supports amending FPP 7.15 to clarify and rearrange language.

A vote against this means your department does not support amending FPP 7.15 to clarify and rearrange language.

Meeting Guide
(Can be used to track amendments/changes to resolutions or motions up for consideration)

Main Motion/Resolution Moved: __________________________Seconded
Discussion (This is where you can ask questions or make comments)

If no further amendments, vote is taken on main motion with amendments if any.
Vote on Main Motion  Aye _____  Nay _____

Amendment Moved: __________________________Seconded
Discussion  (This is where you can ask questions or make comments)

Vote on Amendment  Aye _____  Nay _____
If aye, amendment now included in main motion. If nay, main motion not amended.
Amendment Moved: _______________________________ Seconded
Discussion (This is where you can ask questions or make comments)

Vote on Amendment  Aye ______  Nay _____
If aye, amendment now included in main motion. If nay, main motion not amended.

Amendment Moved: _______________________________ Seconded
Discussion (This is where you can ask questions or make comments)

Vote on Amendment  Aye ______  Nay _____
If aye, amendment now included in main motion. If nay, main motion not amended.